
Finding the right 
balance. 

FootBalance Case Study. 
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Brief.

Inspiration.
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Brief.

The Brief. 
FootBalance wanted to create an 
environment that would engage 
a younger customer, typically 
someone in their thirties or 
forties, with a focus on promoting 
podiatry as part of a healthy 
lifestyle.

  

With the brand originating from 
Finland, there was a desire to 
use their Scandinavian heritage 
to help provide a modern and 
design driven message, that 
would resonate with the targeted 
customer.

The Idea. 
With a Scandinavian aesthetic 
set in the briefing process, the 
idea was to introduce a set of 
materials and colour tones that 
would enhance the idea of sport 
and activity whilst appearing more 
gender neutral.

  

A consistent approach to detailing 
would be used to draw a design 
style ownable to the FootBalance 
brand, using forms and material 
breaks that would sit amongst the 
Nordic design style yet set it apart.
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Initial Concepting.  
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Process.   
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Concepting.  
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Design Princples.  
Footbalance Brand. Design Direction.

. 
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Modular. 

Textures. 

Scandinavian. 

Update-able, interchangeable 
fixtures throughout the store.

Process.

Material Palette.   

10-11

Development.   

16-17

Handover.   

22-23

Wood textures, sports fabrics 
and plush carpets. 

Simple, clean and comfortable 
design.

Design Direction.  
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Initial Concepting. 
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Initial Concepting. 
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Street View. 

Store View. 

Survey.
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Street View. 

Store View. 

Key. 

Retail Space. 
Brand Space. 
Treatment Space. 

Location. 

20 Green St, Bath

Floor Plan.  
Space Breakdown. 

The stores location in Bath is a great fit for 
the brand. Traditionally known for its Spas 
and Roman Baths, the city is synonymous 
with wellbeing and healthy lifestyles.

Site Survey.  

Double surveyed the site and created an accurate 
three dimensional CAD model to design within, 
dividing the space into clear zones to provide 
the best customer experience.

Survey.
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Key. 

FootBalance Blue. 

Clear Acrylic. 

Oak. 

Material Palette. 

Whitewash Oak. 

Fabric Mesh. 

Material Palette.  

Materials were selected to describe a sportier 
and more active lifestyle, with the palette typically 
found in running shoes a major inspiration. 
Fused with the neutral tones associated with 
Scandinavian design, the overall result drives a 
fresher, healthier retail environment.

  

Material Textures.

Mesh Fabric.  

Wood. 

Scandinavian Blue. 
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Material Palette. 
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Concepting.
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Concepting.
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Development. 

Wallbay Development. 

The store’s wallbays have several different configurations to 
keep merchandising fresh and interesting. They have been 
designed to appear clean and simple whilst offering elements 
of modularisation.  The headers each have a specific material 
palette relating to FootBalance’s product lines. This is a theme 
that runs throughout the store making it easy for the customer 
to navigate. As the products change and move around the 
retail space, so to can the headers.   

Fig. 1 

Fig. 2

Fig. 3
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Development. 

Podiscope Development. 

Podiscopes are FootBalance’s  in-store measuring kiosks 
allowing customers to get their own unique insoles perfectly 
molded to their feet. A crucial touch point within the store, 
and fundamental to the brand, we focussed on the elements 
supporting the customer journey to enhance this tool and 
create a better experience.   

Customers are asked to remove their shoes to use the 
Podiscope to get the most accurate results. Because 
of this we’ve changed the flooring in this area to a plush 
Scandinavian carpet. Vertical slatting is also used to give 
customers who are more self-conscious a degree of privacy 
whilst using the Podiscope.
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Table Development. 

The table is the first contact point in the store and 
has been designed to help educate customers 
about the FootBalance brand and product. 
Insoles are displayed in both their molded and 
original flat forms, whilst interchangeable graphic 
panels explain the various product lines.  

The table is designed to be modular, allowing 
the presentation space to change in accordance 
with the product lines using a simple block 
system.  

  

Development. 

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.
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Table Development. 

Development. 



Visualisation.
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Visualisation.
  



Visualisation.

19
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Key. 

Wall Unit.

Wallbay Unit.

Pegboard.

Graphic Panel.

Mirror.

Table. 

Cash Wrap. 

Podiscope Area. 

Treatmen Area.

Brand Story. 

Skylight Slatting. 

Install. 
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Install. 

Install. 

With the design signed off, fully developed and 
built off-site, Double completed a full install of 
the store interior. 

Keeping a view to FootBalance’s future in retail, 
all fixtures have been standardised to be used in 
any upcoming projects.    
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Hand Over. 

The finished retail environment in Bath 
clear communicates the intentions of 
the initial brief, providing a modern, 
neutral, and health focussed approach 
to podiatry that will appeal to a younger 
audience.

Designed, developed and delivered 
by Double, FootBalance Bath is now 
setting a new direction for the brand, 
guiding their future retail vision and 
providing customers with excellent 
experiences that will see then return 
time and again.

Hand Over. 
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Hand Over. 


